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MORE SHIPS WITH VIP SUITES

THE RETREAT CELEBRITY CRUISES
With interiors by Kelly Hoppen, The Retreat on Celebrity’s
ships, especially the three newest vessels, Edge, Apex and
Beyond, is a haven if you’re looking for a level of additional
luxury. Accommodation ranges from the Sky Suite, a lightfilled studio, to two vast Iconic Suites on top of the bridge,
with entertaining space and an outdoor hot tub. Retreat
guests eat at a fine dining restaurant, plus, there’s access to
a lounge for canapés and

restaurant and a sundeck with pool and hot tubs. Your
butler can book speciality dining and show tickets. Details
Ten nights’ all-inclusive
on Norwegian Escape from £4,074pp in The Haven,
sailing round-trip from Rome to Greece and Malta,
departing on September 2, including flights (ncl.com)
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all-day drinks. The Retreat Sundeck
(on the newest ships) has its own pool. Details Seven
nights’ all-inclusive on Celebrity Edge from £3,285pp in
The Retreat, sailing round-trip from Rome to Spain and
France, departing on June 25 (celebritycruises.com). Fly to
Rome

ROYAL SUITE CLASS ROYAL CARIBBEAN
Royal Caribbean’s newest vessel, Wonder of the Seas, is
the world’s biggest ship, so you may welcome the
tranquillity of two decks dedicated to the highest-paying
passengers. Perks include access to the serene Coastal
Kitchen restaurant and a suites-only sundeck with a seafacing pool. The top suites

A Garden Villa hot tub in The Haven

come with butler service and are extraordinary; the
Ultimate Family Suite (price on application) sleeps ten and
has a slide, cinema and karaoke. Details Seven nights’ full
board from £2,184pp in a junior suite, sailing round-trip
from Rome to Spain and France, departing on October 13
(royalcaribbean.com). Fly to Rome

THE HAVEN NORWEGIAN CRUISE LINE
NCL was one of the pioneers of suite enclaves and offers
variations on the Haven on all ships. Accommodation
ranges from a spa suite with balcony, to the threebedroom Garden Villa, sleeping eight, with an outdoor hot
tub and grand piano. Guests have access to a cocktail bar,
an exclusive
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